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TwitInfo Uses

Automatically identify events
e.g., goals, earthquakes

Backgrounding
    e.g., Obama's last two weeks

Identifying sources on the ground
e.g., interviewing earthquake survivors



  

Cautionary Tweet Tales
Sentiment is tricky
    e.g., “My warmest prayers go out to the 
             people of Christchurch.”
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Cautionary Tweet Tales

Location is evasive
    

Sentiment is tricky
    e.g., “My warmest prayers go out to the 
             people of Christchurch.”

Spam is everywhere
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TweeQL

“It's a balmy 89°C in Phoenix”

location=Phoenix, temperatureC=89
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TweeQL

“It's a balmy 89°C in Phoenix”

location=Phoenix, temperatureC=89

“I'm starting to dig Obamacare!”

topic=Obama, sentiment=positive

How can we extract data from the tweet stream?
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● Transform data
● Stuff it into a database
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TweeQL extracts data from tweets as 
they pass through the stream

Data extraction
e.g., location, sentiment, temperature, opencalais

SQL-like queries
e.g., SELECT location, text FROM twitter 

stream, not table



  

TweeQL demo
*nerd alert*



  

TweeQL's other features

● Aggregation
● Outlier detection
● Joins/mashups with other sources
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Thanks!

● TweeQL: http://github.com/marcua/tweeql
● TwitInfo: http://twitinfo.csail.mit.edu/
● Ask me about Mechanical Turk + Journalism!

Adam Marcus
@marcua
marcua@csail.mit.edu
http://people.csail.mit.edu/marcua



  



  



  



  

TweeQL Lessons Learned

● Geographic limitations
● Requires grungy regular expressions
● Data is not necessarily relational
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